Abstract: Using a particle-in-cell electrostatic simulation, we examine the conditions that allow 8 low energy ions, like those produced in the Enceladus plume, to be attracted and trapped within 9 the sheaths of negatively-charged dust grains. The conventional wisdom is that all new ions 10 produced in the Enceladus plume are free to get picked up (i.e., accelerated by the local E-field 11 to then undergo vB acceleration). However, we suggest herein that the presence of submicron 12 charged dust in the plume impedes this pickup process since the local grain electric field greatly 13 exceeds the co-rotation E-fields. The simulations demonstrate that cold ions will tend to 14 accelerate toward the negatively charged grains and become part of the ion plasma sheath. These 15 trapped ions will move with the grains, exiting the plume region at the dust speed. We suggest 
I. Introduction

30
A surprising observation from the Cassini mission to Saturn is the detection of substantial 
38
While the understanding of the neutral gas densities and plume dynamics are coming into 
76
However, if a large fraction of these newly-minted plume ions get entrapped in the sheath 77 of the submicron dust grains, they will not get picked up and will effectively remain slow, impede or disrupt the pickup process, at least for low energy ions.
83
For example, consider a scenario presented previously [Farrell et al., 2014] These trapped ions will have a velocity of v x = 0 at the well edge (where they are turned around)
104
and maximum velocity in the well center. When plotting ion velocity as a function of position,
105
these water-bag like structures in phase space provide evidence of trapping.
106
The Enceladus plume is considered "rich" in dust, with direct detection of micron-sized measured ratio of electron-to-ion density, n e /n i , being as low as 0.03 in the central plume region.
112
They argued that in equilibrium, the electrons are absorbed onto the submicron grains such that ~ 113 30 nm grains can maintain ~100-400 e of negative charge (Farrell et al., 2014 grains of micron to submicron sizes (e.g., Figure 4 of Goertz (1989) ). In essence, the sub-
121
corotational E-field in and about the plume at milliVolts per meter levels that would otherwise 122 initiate the ion pickup process would be overpowered/disrupted by the large quasi-random noise,
123
ΔE ~ 1-10 V/m, in association with the randomly-spaced dust sheaths. For low speeds ions, this
124
ΔE would thus interrupt ion pickup and dominate the ion dynamics.
125
In this paper, we examine the conditions that will create dust trapping of ions using a 1D We apply a 1D particle-in-cell code that has been used in the past to model the plasma 140 expansion into the lunar wake (Farrell et al, 1998 (Farrell et al, , 2008 and more recently to model the 141 increase in the escape flux of photo-electrons from the lunar surface during a CME passage 142 (Farrell et al., 2013) .
143
In this present case, we apply periodic boundary conditions at simulation edges. We 
162
We note that in the Enceladus plume, the electrons have a temperature near 2-3 eV, 
186
We note that hybrid simulations typically do not include these grain-scale electrostatic 
279
In Figure 5b , the E-field associated with the dust grains is most pronounced for grains ion sheaths merge temporarily. We note that the electric field greatly intensifies at the edges of 300 the merging regions.
301
Ions also appear to jump from grain sheath to grain sheath, and extending this to multi- activity. However, in the plume, these solitary structures were very intense -far more intense 334 that in wave activity found away from the plume.
335
Given our simulation results, we suggest this third category of plasma wave micro-336 signatures, the ESWs, could be related to the antenna passing though the ion sheath of a 337 relatively large dust grain. In other words, the grain did not impact the spacecraft to create an 338 impulse, but the antenna was still capacitively-coupled to the fast-passing ESW that was in fact ESW events detected in the plume.
350
The spacecraft, Cassini, is another solid object (like dust) in the plasma and is found to indicates that such an E-field is capable of drawing the cold plume ions to the passing spacecraft.
371
In essence, the broad ion population observed by CAPS is the newly-minted plume ions now well as an apparent darker region (i.e., a trailing rarefaction).
396
A simulation run was also created using a cluster of 8 grains each separated by 4 Debye identical structures developed in phase space but at nearly a factor of ~40 slower rate.
450
The 1D PIC code did not make a dynamic calculation for cases when there is more than 
459
We thus purposely targeted early times in order to fully understand the evolution of the 460 initially free ions into trapped sheath ions -and to demonstrate that cold newly minted ions will 461 feel the strong pull from the nearby negatively charged dust grain over a weak sub-corotation E- the free ions at a few percent of the total trapped ion population.
490
We conclude that the cause for the confusion in the interpretation of the observations is 491 the presence of copious numbers of submicron particulates between 10-500 nm that, in detects these trapped dust-sheath ions, but these ions will not contribute to the pick-up current 500 measured by the Cassini magnetometer. anomalously large charge state (within a few meters).
515
The simulations also provide a possible explanation for the ion energy broadening interconnection of these nested potentials from small to regional scale has yet to be fully 526 explored for the Enceladus plume.
527
The simulation results herein considered scales from the small to intermediate sizes, to the E-field in the plume region and then determining the efficiency of ion pickup in this more 533 turbulent E-field environment. Figure 3-The E-field and ion density x vs t plots for 16 dust grains in the case of (left) warm ions and Q dust absorbing 1% of the local electron population and (right) cold ions and Q dust absorbing 98% of the local electron population. The grey scale is auto-scaled from max to min value, defined with relative enhancement in concentrations appearing as white and relative depletions as black. The greatest concentrations in E and ion density are thus indicated by white and depleted regions indicated by black. Note that the grey scale is automatically adjusted in each figure to the maximum and minimum value for E and density in that plot. This format accentuates the visualization of the concentration of ion bunches, which manifest themselves as local maxima about each dust grain. Figure 10 . Within the cluster, the electron density is decreased in order to maintain neutrality with the negative dust grains and ions across the simulation box. The simulation was purposely designed to take the electrons from the plasma and place them on the dust (or in bunches) thereby ensuring this neutrality. 
